Case study Royal Mail automates legal workflow

First-class
delivery
Catrin Griffiths

Automation was Royal Mail’s chosen solution
to cutting external legal spend. First on the list
was streamlining its non-disclosure agreements

L

ike many companies, Royal Mail’s in-house team must
deal with the competing demands of costs challenges and
increased demand for legal advice from the business.
How might legal technology drive efficiency? This case
study examines Royal Mail’s project to automate as much legal
workflow as possible and empower the businesspeople to do more
for themselves.

The problem to be solved
Director of legal operations Sarah Barrett-Vane gives the wider
context. “We recently increased our in-house legal team by 50 per
cent, recruiting 15 lawyers – mostly junior – for the Sheffield
office,” she says. “Bringing more work in-house, such as some of
the volume work and helplines, will cut down on external legal
spend as well as enable the legal team to spot issues early on and
work with the business client to avoid these and develop better
ways of working. An additional but complementary strand to
Royal Mail’s approach to dealing with these increased demands is
to use legal technology to drive efficiency. We implemented an
e-billing solution in 2015 and the next phase of this step was to
look at contract automation.”
Royal Mail’s in-house team identified a specific problem with
its approach to drafting standard form legal documents, such as
non-disclosure agreements (NDAs), property licences and
procurement purchase agreements. Such was the business
demand for these documents, Royal Mail was forced to outsource
production to law firms but this was expensive. Furthermore, it
was inefficient: law firms struggled to get proper instructions
from the business and lacked the expertise and focus to steer
finalised documents through Royal Mail ’s governance and
signatures processes.
The first document selected for the pilot was, then, the
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Royal Mail gathered together a project team consisting of
Barrett-Vane, assistant general counsel, commercial contracts
Toni Lyng, senior commercial lawyer Paula Makwana and
procurement colleague Andrew Edwards. Royal Mail general
counsel Maaike de Bie and Lyng had already identified the
technology they would use and picked Contract Express. Much of
the groundwork was carried out by commercial paralegal Joseph
Walsh, overseen by Lyng.
“Unlike a product like Legal Tracker, which I was pretty much
able to configure and implement myself, Contract Express
required knowledge of how to formulate decision trees and
automate documents,” says Barrett-Vane. “We didn’t – at the
time – have that expertise in-house.”
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Enter the consultant
As a result Royal Mail added Alistair Maiden, a former in-house
lawyer at Asda and now at in-house consultancy SYKE, to the
group. Maiden was brought in following an introduction by
Thomson Reuters, which was already a supplier of an e-billing
and matter management tool to Royal Mail’s legal team.
“We were keen to understand how we could leverage its
document automation capability to provide self-service document
creation for business colleagues,” says Barrett-Vane.
Maiden had implemented an automated contracts system at
Asda, using Contract Express alongside SAP and Docusign to
build an end-to-end digital contracts process called Delphi.
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NDA. Notes Barrett-Vane: “If in doubt, start where you know
you will achieve success – which company doesn’t have too
many NDAs!”
Royal Mail had 16 NDAs, all for legitimate reasons. There were
eight key variables, such as whether Royal Mail was contracting
with a company or individual and disclosing controlled access
information or not, but the challenge was that the variations to
the core document had evolved over time through amendments/
additions by successive internal and external lawyers.
The traditional approach to contracting drafting simply did not
work in bulk. Whether internal or external, when Royal Mail
lawyers were asked to draft a contract they gave a ‘Rolls-Royce’
service. But the contracts were over-engineered. Service levels
could be the subject of months of debate.
“Some business colleagues would get bored along the route and
cease to provide instructions,” recalls Barrett-Vane. “Contract
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signature was frequently, and painfully, delayed. In summary,
frustrations abounded.”
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By the end of that project most Asda contracts could be selfserved by business users on their mobile or tablet and the average
time to conclude a contract plummeted.
The Royal Mail team decided to pick an off-the-shelf solution
instead of designing its own package.
“Software as a service contract automation technology has been
around for decades so is relatively mature and inexpensive,”
says Maiden.
The trial on NDAs lasted three months and focused on a small
group of legal and procurement users.
“At first the trial lacked direction as we hadn’t established our
objectives but we added rigour by using Contract Express to
automate user feedback,” says Maiden. “This meant that at the
end of the trial we had hard numbers to support the conclusion
that feedback was positive and thus a buying decision.”
The team ran two workshops over a two-week period with
relevant members of the senior legal team in order that they
understand the potential of automation technology and identify
opportunities for automation.
“Automation tech and AI does cause anxiety,” says Maiden,
“but what’s key to successful change management is to ensure
colleagues understand the tech is designed to help them. It’s there
to reduce the stress of volume repeat work and boring
governance/signature bureaucracy, and enable them to focus on
more complex, rewarding work where they can add value.”
The benefits of an automated contract system being made
available for business colleagues were communicated as follows:
LL to enhance accessibility of legal advice because colleagues can
simply log on to the system and create a contract in minutes
and there is no delay in waiting for the lawyer to respond;
LL reduce sales/purchase cycles;
LL reduce legal team resources required enabling legal team to
focus on high-risk/value work;
LL improve consistency; and
LL reduce risk of error.
One key was to establish the criteria for a document being
suitable for automation. The rationale was articulated along the
following lines: that if the volume of contracts rises to 30, then
that should trigger the legal team to consider whether an activity
is best dealt with in-house, outsourced, or later by using
automation technology. The team put together the following
metrics: if the average time spent on creating a contract was two
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hours, and if the average (fully loaded) cost per hour is set at
£250, then 30 x 2 x 250 = £15,000. It was at this level of £15,000
that the decision whether to automate the process was taken,
since there was a significant opportunity to lessen the workload
and reduce costs. The second criterion for automation was
whether an agreement could be produced by a business colleague
answering a decision-tree interview process The next step was to
combine all NDAs into one automated template.
“I used document comparison tech to understand the
differences and then used my experience to select the best option
from the variations,” says Maiden. “I also used some checking
technology called Drafting Assistant to proof the core document
– embarrassingly it discovered 12 minor typos – formatting and
consistent use of defined terms which I had missed!
“When I was happy with the core document I designed a
decision tree and questions to enable the document to be
automated. There’s an art to designing questions to elicit the
correct responses from business users. For example, they might
not understand ‘what is the effective date?’ but they will
understand ‘when does the contract start?’
“With the ingredients in place the process of automating the
doc took less than half a day.”
The process of combining the various versions of NDAs meant
that inconsistencies between NDA templates could be resolved.
The Royal Mail NDA now asks just eight questions of business
colleagues, and includes key questions such as the legal name of
the other party, which prompts the user to search on Companies
House by a link provided. Such questions are designed to rein in
minor errors that can create problems further down the line: for
example, across the 16 different NDA versions, Royal Mail was
variously termed Royal Mail Group, RMG. RM and Royal Mail.
It also asks business colleagues to exercise judgment when
replying to the following question: ‘If the information to be
disclosed became publicly available, could it have significant
effect on the share price of Royal Mail Group?’
The savings in automating NDAs were immediately evident.
“Prior to Contract Express we outsourced all our NDAs to one of
our panel firms on a fixed-fee basis,” says Barrett-Vane.
“Although the fixed fees had been tightly negotiated, and at the
time, we didn’t feel we were paying over the top, it was inevitable
really that NDAs would ultimately be automated. We were paying
roughly £65,000 a year for the NDA service and estimated
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we would save approx. 75 per cent of that by automating the
process, allowing for licence costs and staff input – so perhaps
£50,000 a year. This is proving accurate.”
‘As easy as using an iPhone’
With the introduction of the template, accessibility of legal
structuring across the company was enhanced. The next project
to be rolled out was on estate management licences.
“Royal Mail has around 2,000 freehold and leasehold
properties,” says Barrett-Vane. “This results in high-volume
everyday transactional work, the bulk of which is outsourced to a
price-competitive regional law firm, with the work done primarily
on the basis of fixed fees. We decided that the next obvious pilot
documents should come from the property team.” As a result
Lyng selected two standard, low-complexity and frequently used
property templates for Maiden to automate.
Throughout the process Barrett-Vane and Maiden focused on
user experience with the objective that for business colleagues
using Contract Express should be “as easy and intuitive as using
an iPhone”. The pair worked on ensuring that the Q&A
‘interview’ process was straightforward and logical and that you
provide users with sufficient guidance to enable them to create a
contract without asking for help.
“This means that business colleagues haven’t needed any
training beyond a 30-minute intro to the product and how it
works,” says Barrett-Vane.
Royal Mail now plans to use the technology for workflow triage
so lawyers can take instructions from business colleagues by
leveraging the flexible decision tree functionality and then use
rule engines to push the instructions to the most appropriate
Royal Mail lawyer, based on expertise and seniority.
Put simply, if the user indicates that the request is an
employment matter the rules engine will send the request to the
employment law team.
With the NDAs in place the team moved on to automate Royal
Mail’s gargantuan 120-page Master Purchasing Agreement
(MPA) so that it could be self-served by the legal team’s
procurement colleagues. Originally, all MPAs were drafted by the
legal team. The lawyers produced a template MPA for completion
by their procurement colleagues, which helped save legal resource
but the legal function had no control over the quality of the
procurement team’s input. As a result, the process of self-serving
in this way and using the static template was burdensome for the
procurement function.
By creating a more flexible and nuanced template the Royal
Mail legal team is now only involved in the drafting of an MPA
where business user input has flagged specific risks. This might
include situations such as when the user wants to contract on an
exclusive basis or if there are potential competition law issues.
The automated template can also provide guidance to colleagues
on issues such as tax, liability exclusions, exclusivity and IP.
“As the user completes the questionnaire preconfigured
guidance on the potential consequences of their answers is
displayed,” says Maiden. “So, for example, if a user wants to
change standard payment terms they are notified of the potential
detriment to Royal Mail’s working capital and that any change
requires approval from Finance.”
The MPA interview process and decision tree includes risk
triggers to flag deviation from Royal Mail’s preferred position to
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business facing
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successful deployment
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relevant stakeholders (for example, exclusive contracts must be
approved by legal team, while any deviation from standard
payment terms must be approved by the finance team).
The upshot is that automation has reduced the time taken to
produce an MPA by 90 per cent.
“The output is word-perfect,” declares Maiden. “Previously, the
legal team had little control over what the procurement team did
with the static templates.”
What’s more, he says, the procurement team are happy with the
end result. “They love it. There’s universal positive feedback. The
key to winning trust is to ensure that the automation works
perfectly before delivering it to users.”
“Following the success of the initial implementation of
Contract Express I have been exploring next steps with one of our
panel firms – Ashurst,” says Barrett-Vane. “Having brought in the
new hires in Sheffield, and seeing what a difference contract
automation has made within Royal Mail, I suggested we train a
few junior lawyers, trainees and paralegals on Contract Express.
We want to have trained contract automators within Royal Mail.
“The new starters will be trained initially by Thomson Reuters
and then receive two days’ bespoke training from Ashurst, so they
can benefit from two viewpoints – the product developer and the
law firm. The training will cover automation of one of our
standard employment agreements, so we will have moved
successfully from commercial to property to employment
– testing the ground in three practice areas. Hopefully, with
continued excellent feedback, we can carry on the contract
automation journey and record stats and savings in both time and
money, demonstrating value as we go.”
She adds: “As Maaike de Bie has explained in previous articles
and panel events, we’re on a constant journey within Royal Mail
to cut costs whilst covering more work. We’re having to work
differently. Enabling the business to self-serve is one of our key
objectives, and contract automation is one of a suite of
improvements we are making in 2017/18.”
This case study is one of a series by The Lawyer on process
improvement and operational best practice. For more information, go
to thelawyer.com business-leadership
The Lawyer’s In-house Counsel as Business Partner conference returns
on 6-7 November 2017. Contact emma.bower@centuarmedia.com for
more details, or call on 020 7970 4171
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